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1. **Introduction**

The emergence of new social movements frequently triggers ‘framing disputes’ that can involve disagreements about how problems are diagnosed, the proposed solution to these problems, and about which frames are most effective at mobilizing core constituencies (Benford 1993). This study examines a framing dispute concerning use of the ‘genocide’ frame by UK-based Sri Lankan Tamil diaspora groups in relation to mass killing by the Sri Lankan state. Use of the genocide frame by Tamil activists has often been viewed as a strategically flawed means of prompting a more robust international response to the ongoing crisis in Sri Lanka, or as a coded articulation of a separatist agenda (Oakfield 2013). This article argues instead that activists’ use of this frame is best understood by focusing attention on processes of organizational legitimation. The article examines the period after May 2009 when the long-running civil war between the government and the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) ended. This period saw sharp changes in the political dynamics confronting activist diaspora groups. The organisations examined in this paper were afforded unprecedented political space to pursue a range of novel advocacy strategies, and competition between new and
existing groups intensified. The article concentrates largely on the experience of UK-based groups, though it also provides some discussion of the activities of some transnational organizations since many of the dynamics described here involve interactions between transnational and UK-based groups.

When assessed in relation to these groups’ international advocacy goals, use of the genocide frame presents something of a paradox since it has undermined credibility with international NGOs and governments, and fed widely-held concerns about the Tamil diaspora’s links to the LTTE and a wider separatist agenda. I argue that this apparent paradox can be understood by paying closer attention to three inter-related factors that shaped their strategies in the post-2009 period: (1) a changing political environment characterized by a deterioration in relations between the Government of Sri Lanka (GoSL) and western governments, and driven by the government’s failure to implement policies to support reconciliation and accountability, (2) the high levels of competition between Tamil diaspora groups as they sought to adjust to the new political realities of this period and shore up organisational legitimacy; and (3) the need for these groups to balance internal and external legitimacy, responding both to the requirement to influence international policymakers and to perceptions that they were pursuing an agenda that was diverging from the views held by the wider diaspora population.

The article finds that while use of the genocide frame is driven by a complex array of factors, it has increasingly been used firstly to emphasise a rejection of the dominant international framing of conflict in Sri Lanka focused on reconciliation, and secondly to underpin these groups’ democratic credentials. As well as emphasising the benefits of combining an analysis of diaspora organizations’ strategic framing with a broader consideration of these groups’ own struggles for organizational legitimation, the article also draws some wider conclusions about the extent to which diaspora actors are capable of challenging dominant international framings of conflict. While the post-2009 environment has seen a gradual convergence between the objectives of international actors and Tamil diaspora groups in relation to post-war Sri Lanka, diaspora organizations’ challenge to the dominant conceptualisation of the conflict has been counter-balanced by widespread attempts to assert their liberal, democratic credentials. These characteristics highlight the paradoxical nature of resistance to the liberal project – while diaspora groups were capable of challenging dominant framings of conflict, this challenge was nevertheless presented in fundamentally liberal terms.

In this article I adopt Brubaker’s (2005, 12) view of diasporas as a ‘category of practice’ ‘used to make claims, to articulate projects, to formulate expectations, to mobilize energies, to appeal to loyalties’. I also draw on Sökefeld’s (2006, 265) approach of viewing ‘the formation of diaspora communities as an instance of mobilization processes’, a perspective that can help to counter ‘essentialist concepts of diaspora that reify notions of belonging and the “roots” of migrants in places
of origin’. The analysis presented here is therefore concerned with wider questions about how the Tamil diaspora community mobilizes, and the social and political dynamics of this mobilization (Sökefeld 2006). Diaspora organizations can play an important role not only in achieving their own stated objectives but also in maintaining imagined communities. This work may be particularly intense during periods when that unity is threatened (Sökefeld 2006, 279). As this case illustrates, diaspora mobilization is often closely bound up with challenging or contesting dominant narratives and identifications (Sökefeld 2006). This article explores how mobilization in the post-2009 period was closely shaped by the dominant international narrative of post-war Sri Lanka - reconciliation. I approach the diaspora community from the perspective of diaspora organizations engaged in political activity, highlighting the variety of political strategies pursued under the broader banner of Sri Lankan Tamil political activism. In doing so, the article stresses that ‘political identities do not spring forth automatically simply because the conditions for their emergence exist … but … must be introduced into public discourse by specific people with specific interests’ (Kasinitz 1992, 9).

I start from the understanding that social movements are not simply transmitters of ideology but are instead engaged in a complex process of framing reality (Epstein 1998, 415). Frames perform a range of functions for social movements: they can help to diagnose social problems, highlight the urgency and seriousness of particular claims, rally support by helping to ‘align’ events and experiences into digestible cognitive packages, and outline specific solutions (Benford and Hunt 1993; Benford and Snow 2000). They are not invented by social movements, although these groups may seek to reinterpret or reshape their meaning. For certain social movements ‘framing processes are critical to the attainment of desired outcomes’ (Benford and Snow 2000, 632). Since genocide is ‘a uniquely powerful frame’ (Epstein 1998, 416), its use has important political consequences for groups that choose to deploy it.

The article explores the links between frames and strategies of organizational legitimation. Relatively few studies in the social movement literature have directly explored how framing disputes are linked to processes of legitimation, although processes of legitimation have been recognized as forming an important part of the wider process of resource mobilization (McCarthy and Zald 1977). The small number of studies that have examined how social movements manage legitimacy have found that this approach can provide important insights into how social movement leaders make strategic decisions during periods when there are significant shifts in the political opportunity structure (McLaughlin and Khawaja 2000; Gillham and Edwards 2011).

In this paper, legitimacy is understood as the ‘generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within a social system’ (Suchman 1995, 374-5). Legitimacy is a problematic concept because it can be understood “both [as] a belief held by subjects,
or by some subjects, and a claim made by rulers” (Barker 1990, 59). Claiming legitimacy is often an integral part of organizations’ strategies of legitimation with assertions of legitimacy used to ‘underpin or provide credibility to other legitimacy claims’ (Thrandardottir 2013, 2). This ambiguity surrounding organizations’ strategic use of the notion of legitimacy will be examined in greater detail below. Although frames can play a central role in shaping processes of organizational legitimation and de-legitimation, the way in which framing relates to organizational legitimacy has been underexplored in the existing literature (exceptions include Haunss 2007, Steffek 2009, Walton 2012).

This research is based on thirty semi-structured interviews with key Tamil diaspora activists, analysts and commentators conducted between September 2012 and September 2013. Interviewees were leaders or coordinators involved in determining or challenging the strategic direction of these organizations. I sought to interview key representatives from the most prominent and politically-active groups in the UK, as well as individuals involved in two leading trans-national organizations. Most interviewees were UK-based, although a small number were based in the USA, Canada and Europe. Interview data was supplemented by an on-going analysis of news coverage of these groups’ activities and media statements from key diaspora groups in the UK.

The article will be organized as follows. The next section provides an overview of Sri Lankan Tamil diaspora organizations in the UK, and describes key trends in the sector since 2009. Section 3 sketches some broader theoretical, conceptual, and political problems with the genocide frame. Section 4 analyses diaspora groups’ use of the genocide frame and how it has changed since 2009. Section 5 explores the various functions the term serves for particular groups. Section 6 concludes by drawing out some of the broader implications of the study.

2. Overview of the Sri Lankan Tamil Diaspora in the UK

The total population of Sri Lankan Tamils living outside Sri Lanka is estimated at around one million (Orjuela 2012). The Sri Lankan Tamil community in the UK numbers around 180,000, second largest only to the populations in Canada (estimated at between 200,000 and 300,000) and South India (200,000) (ICG 2010; Orjuela 2012). This paper focuses on organizations that pursued political objectives with the following key aims: mobilizing and uniting diaspora groups and populations both within the UK and globally (particularly within and between Europe and North America); raising awareness about problems facing Sri Lankan Tamils living in Sri Lanka among the British public; engaging with politicians and officials in pursuit of justice and accountability for Sri Lankan Tamils both in the UK and internationally; and supporting litigation against key figures in the Sri Lankan government and military on charges of war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide. In several cases, these goals were pursued alongside other developmental, cultural and social goals.
This article focuses on several prominent organizations that were established prior to 2009 including the British Tamils Forum (BTF) – a leading advocacy group and umbrella organization established in 2006; and the Tamil Youth Organization (TYO) - an international youth-led organization originally established in the Wanni after 2002 with branches in the UK (established in 2004), Canada and Norway among other countries. It also examines several new transnational organizations with an active presence in the UK. These include the Transnational Government of Tamil Eelam (TGTE) - a ‘government in exile’ for the Tamil diaspora with elected officials in around twenty countries; the Global Tamils Forum (GTF) - an umbrella body of a number of Tamil organizations in different countries; and Tamils Against Genocide (TAG) - an advocacy group engaged primarily in litigation against Sri Lankan officials.

Many politically-active diaspora groups have close links to LTTE networks. Both the BTF and the TYO were originally sanctioned by the LTTE leadership, and the TGTE is headed by the LTTE’s former legal advisor. The effectiveness of the TGTE and other transnational umbrella groups has been undermined by in-fighting between the two main LTTE factions (Amarasingham 2013). These links have raised ongoing suspicions that these groups function as ‘front’ organizations for the LTTE and its networks. Many of the organizations experienced factional disputes during the post-war period. Divisions formed particularly along generational and caste lines. One interviewee described how one UK-based group’s adoption of the genocide frame was clearly linked to a new lower-caste faction gaining control and supporting a more grass-roots orientation for the organisation. This repositioning also involved internal struggles between activists who supported and opposed a closer alignment with pro-LTTE networks.

The final stages of the war in Sri Lanka in 2008 and 2009 saw an upsurge in political activism from Tamil diaspora organizations. Over 100,000 protestors took to the streets of London and Toronto between January and May 2009 calling for international intervention to end the violence (Thurairajah 2009; Pragasam 2012). This period saw large numbers of second- and third-generation activists engaging actively in the Tamil struggle for the first time. The defeat of the LTTE in May 2009 ‘prompted a ‘paradigm shift’ in the ‘mode, content, strategy, and leadership’ of the Tamil diaspora (Vimalarajah and Cheran 2010) and a realignment of the transnational Tamil political field away from the LTTE operating in North East Sri Lanka to new institutions and organizations in the diaspora (Brun and Van Hear 2011). It also led to a fracturing of the LTTE’s international networks. While the LTTE had exerted close top-down control over the diaspora in the past (see Orjuela 2008; ICG 2010), the post-war period saw competition between different factions that played out through rival diaspora organizations (Jeyraj 2010; Amarasingham 2013). The demise of the LTTE also led to a shift in the political positioning of diaspora organizations from a widespread commitment to achieving
independence through armed struggle, towards a broad consensus around the need assert the right to self-determination through non-violent and democratic means.

The post-war period has seen a growing erosion of democratic governance in Sri Lanka and the government has provided few openings for engagement with opponents on issues of accountability and reconciliation (Goodhand 2013; ICG 2013). Although the demise of the LTTE has provided unprecedented space for diaspora groups to pursue a range of political strategies, there has also been a growing realisation among diaspora groups that political progress would be incremental and that diaspora groups would have to adapt their strategies accordingly (Vimalarajah, Kanaphithipillai and Neuweiler 2011, 33). The demise of the LTTE has provided space for diaspora groups to engage in a more sophisticated range of media and advocacy strategies with young activists becoming more active participants in UNHRC sessions. As will be discussed below, this trend has fuelled vigorous debate among UK-based diaspora groups concerning whether they should support or challenge international efforts to build peace in Sri Lanka.

Whilst UK-based Tamil diaspora groups enjoyed new opportunities during this period, they continued to face a credibility challenge that stemmed primarily from the perception that these groups remain linked to LTTE networks and continue to support its violent methods. Some commentators argued that during protests in 2009, activist groups’ use of the Eelam flag (which is seen by many as synonymous with the LTTE), ‘delegitimized the protests in view of the public and elite decision-makers’ (Godwin 2012, 175) and acted as a barrier to the engagement of non-Tamils in the protests (Thurairajah 2009). A related criticism is the failure of many diaspora groups to criticise publicly the LTTE or address accusations of its crimes (Rajasingham 2009). International advocacy groups such as the International Crisis Group (ICG 2010, i) have argued that the diaspora’s continued vocal commitment to independence has ‘widened the gap’ between them and Tamils living in Sri Lanka. Diaspora activists have struggled to reconcile on the one hand the diaspora’s continued commitment to independence or self-determination, and on the other the continued resonance of a securitized understanding of the Tamil separatist struggle in the Western world, where a separatist stance is still implicitly viewed as indicating support for violent tactics.

Since 2009, there have been signs of a shift in the way in which the competing frames of genocide and reconciliation are perceived and utilised by international actors. The failure of the Sri Lankan government to implement accountability mechanisms and political reform, together with a growing acceptance that a process of state-backed demographic change or ‘Sinhalisation’ is underway (see ICG 2012; CPA 2013), has led to a growing acknowledgement among some western policymakers that an approach that privileges reconciliation may have to be adapted. This more robust stance is illustrated by western government’s support for a UN Human Rights Council resolution backing an
international investigation into human rights violations passed in 2014. Charges of genocide have also been more readily used by politicians in South Asia: both the Indian government and the Tamil National Alliance (TNA) Chief Minister of the Northern Province used the term in 2013, having previously avoided doing so (see Tamil Guardian 2013; Jayatilleka 2013).

The political vacuum created after the demise of the LTTE in Sri Lanka led to the formation of a variety of new organizations, and led many established organizations to pursue new political strategies. This was an emerging field of actors, and new organizations had to work quickly to generate legitimacy among diaspora communities, other diaspora organizations, key international actors, and in some cases with the wider UK population. These strategies for generating internal and external legitimacy often overlapped, but at times were also in tension with each other. Furthermore, the political opportunities presented by changes in the internal political dynamics of the Tamil diaspora and wider shifts in relations between western governments and the Sri Lankan government were difficult for these organizations to interpret.

Diaspora organizations adopted a number of strategies to address the credibility challenge. The formation of umbrella bodies such as the TGTE and the GTF served to present a strong and unified voice and helped to facilitate engagement with international institutions. While these groups have had some successes in aligning the policy positions of Tamil diaspora groups in the UK and internationally (e.g. the Joint Remembrance Message released in May 2012), they have also experienced internal tensions. The GTF, for example, lost the support of some of its members because it was seen as increasingly unrepresentative and undemocratic.

Another approach designed to address the credibility challenge has been to demonstrate a commitment to non-violence and democracy. The BTF, for example, introduced a rule that new members had to denounce armed struggle, while the TGTE’s founding constitution states a commitment towards a ‘democratic system of government’ and the principles of ‘peace, non-violence and tolerance’ (see TGTE 2010). Amarasingham (2013, 29) argues that democratic accountability has become an established feature of transnational organizations and that these groups’ legitimacy among the community was increasingly contingent upon adhering to rational-legal principles.

While these strategies to boost credibility were largely effective in building trust both with the diaspora population and with international governments and NGOs, other aspects of these groups’ advocacy work created tensions between these groups’ key audiences. As will be explored below, during the early years of the post-war period several groups avoided using the genocide frame and instead adopted approaches to post-war Sri Lanka that emphasised the pursuit of accountability for alleged war crimes and crimes against humanity committed by the Sri Lankan state. These approaches
were increasingly criticised by some activists in the years following the end of the war on the grounds that they were pandering to the international narrative of reconciliation and were failing to prompt substantive policy changes either among the international community or the Sri Lankan state.

3. **The genocide debate: conceptual and political challenges**

The genocide frame presents specific conceptual and political challenges for advocacy groups. The frame embodies several conflicting imperatives – moral, legal, and social. Different actors use the term in different ways – to draw attention to evil-doing, in a strictly juridical sense, or to describe a particular subcategory of mass killing. Straus (2001, 359) has concluded that these multiple attributes have made genocide an ‘attractive concept’, but have ‘also made for a conceptual muddle’.

The most widely used definition of the term is enshrined in Article 2 of the UN Convention on Genocide (UN 1948), which defines it as: ‘any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such: (a) Killing members of the group; (b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; (c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; (d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; (e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group’. Straus (2001) notes that there is ambiguity attached to the three core elements of this definition – the mode of killing, the object of killing, and the subject of killing. This ambiguity has led many genocide scholars to fundamentally question the term’s usefulness as an analytical category (Boghossian 2010).

One important discrepancy in different actors’ use of the concept is between what have been described as liberal and post-liberal understandings of the term. A liberal understanding conceives of genocide as ‘the intended action of a coherent agent’ (typically an authoritarian state) (Powell 2009). ‘Post-liberals’ view genocide as ‘a structural process that does not require any intending agent’, and as such can happen almost accidentally or without coordinated action (Powell 2009). This discrepancy is important in relation to the Sri Lankan case where the term is applied in two distinct ways that are often conflated - in relation to events at end of the war in 2009 and with reference to the broader post-colonial experience of the Tamil community. As will be explored in greater detail below, while these conceptual ambiguities can be problematic, they may present groups with opportunities to highlight or downplay particular elements of the term in response to changing political circumstances.

Recent years have seen a growth in international advocacy surrounding genocide and mass killing. US-based advocacy groups such as Genocide Watch (founded in 1999) and the Save Darfur Coalition...
(2004) played an important role in drawing attention to issues of mass killing in Darfur. These groups call for a robust international response to ongoing atrocities, often calling for US-led military intervention to prevent genocide. These campaigns have been widely criticised for simplifying and misrepresenting the conflict in Darfur, for ignoring other comparable cases of mass killing in Africa, and for proposing inappropriate actions to address the conflict (De Waal 2007; Mamdani 2009). Some critics argue that this type of advocacy can devalue genocide’s usefulness as an analytical tool and undermine its ‘special moral force’ (De Waal 2013). While we might question whether these arguments apply directly to the Sri Lankan case, they nevertheless form part of the wider political context within which these diaspora groups operated.

4. **Sri Lankan Tamil diaspora groups’ use of the ‘genocide’ frame**

The genocide frame has been widely used by Tamil activists both before and after the end of the war. Thurairajah (2009) conducted interviews with protestors in Canada in 2009 and found that this frame was widely subscribed to among participants of all ages and served as an effective mobilization tool. The term has been used in two distinct ways. First, in reference to the events that occurred in Mullivaikal in May 2009 during final stages of the war, when thousands of civilians are alleged to have been massacred by Sri Lankan armed forces (e.g. see the TGTE Freedom Charter (TGTE 2013)). Second, in relation to a long-running ‘structural genocide’ of Tamils in Sri Lanka, characterised not only by killings, but also by ‘widespread and prolonged displacement and destruction of the community’s physical and cultural base’ (TAG no date, no page number). While these two meanings are often explicitly linked in official statements, emphasis is more commonly placed on the ‘Mullivaikal genocide’. While this article focuses on these groups’ use of the term ‘genocide’ in English, several groups used a corresponding Tamil term ‘இன்ப்பாற்றுகழை’ (literally ‘race murder’), which has been used by Tamil political groups since the 1980s and was used heavily by the LTTE after the resumption of war in 2006.

In the years immediately following the end of the war, some organizations made a conscious decision to limit their use of the term for strategic reasons. GTF, for example, has not used the term frequently based on the calculation that to do so might undermine their access at the UN. Some lobbying groups received support from international advocacy consultants who suggested that they avoid use of the genocide frame and encouraged them instead to campaign within the human rights and war crimes discourse. In November 2012, there was considerable internal debate among diaspora groups about whether or not the term should be included in a Resolution resulting from the World Tamil Conference in London. It was eventually included, despite fears that this would undermine wider support for the resolution in India.
Interviews and analysis of press statements reveals a growing consensus around use of the term in the post-2009 period, which became noticeable from around 2011. Several interviewees argued that a growing body of popular and official pieces of evidence that supported the case for genocide (such as the UN Panel of Experts report published in 2011 [UN 2011] or the No Fire Zone documentary broadcast on Channel 4 in 2013) had contributed to this shift in mainstream opinion both in the UK and internationally. Most interviewees argued that these bodies of evidence about the state’s actions during the war, together with evidence of a wider ongoing process of state-sponsored demographic change in Sri Lanka (see, e.g., ICG 2012; CPA 2013) have led to a growing congruence between the analysis of diaspora groups and international policymakers, although most western governments remain resistant to using the genocide frame in public. The term has continued to be resisted by human rights organizations who argued that the it could be used ‘as a rhetorical flourish’, and that it is easier to gather legal evidence to prove a case for war crimes (Tamil Guardian 2012).

The BTF was another group that largely avoided using the term ‘genocide’ in press releases until 2012 when it began to use the term frequently. This shift was explained by interviewees in a variety of ways. BTF itself justified it as a response to the emerging weight of evidence in favour of this view (especially the publication of the UN Panel of Experts report in March 2011 (UN 2011)). Other activists who were supportive of this shift argued that they had begun to use this term as a means of sustaining support from the community and that their avoidance of this term was leading to a draining away of these groups’ legitimacy with the diaspora. Other community representatives who were not so closely engaged in political activism and were more cautious about its use, challenged this view on the grounds that these groups did not have a large degree of popular support in the first place. In this case, use of the genocide frame was related to the organisation’s efforts to shift its identity from a top-down advocacy organisation towards a more broad-based organisation with deeper links to the diaspora population. Other aspects of this shift included greater efforts to recruit members, and introducing more formal organisational procedures for electing officials and consulting with members. These shifts were pushed through by a new group of activists joining after 2009, who were keen for the organization to adopt a more grass-roots approach. The differences of interpretation about why the genocide frame was adopted also illustrate how narratives of legitimation are often highly contested and can themselves serve as legitimacy claims.

As well as being a useful indicator of broader shifts in the political environment, use of the term ‘genocide’ has been a key fault line in the political position of diaspora groups. The significance of using the term ‘genocide’ as an outward marker of a group’s political stance, allegiances and functions is demonstrated by the considerable degree of policing that goes on surrounding its use by different groups. A number of interviewees discussed how organizations’ use of the term was heavily policed by other activists, often provoking instant criticism on social media platforms such as Twitter.
Even organizations that used the term regularly were criticized for not using the word frequently enough in certain media statements.

5. **Functions**

It is important to stress that although this article explores the functions of diaspora groups’ use of the genocide frame, it does not argue that these frames were deployed purely on the basis of strategic calculations instrumental purposes. The reality is more complex - the adoption of these frames is informed by the interplay of various influences including personal and collective experiences and testimonies (George 2011; Jones 2013), intentional strategic behaviour, and decisions that unintentionally generate functional outcomes.

Deploying the genocide frame performs a range of organizational and political functions for the groups that use it. First, the term functions as a fitting expression of the devastating and traumatic experiences of killings, discrimination, torture, and displacement that had affected the Sri Lankan Tamil community both historically and more recently during the final stages of war. As recent ethnographic research with Sri Lankan Tamils in the UK has illustrated, tales of historic and contemporary suffering are ‘recurring features of the narratives of Sri Lankan Tamils’ (Jones 2013, 6). Invoking genocide in this sense provides, as one interviewee describes it, ‘an expression of the worst thing imaginable’. As well as providing a means for articulating discussing complex systematic patterns, the term also has deep historical resonances and in moral terms has become ‘synonymous with the apex of human evil’ (Straus 2001, 359). As such the term can help to align advocacy organizations’ public statements with popular understandings of historic and contemporary violence in Sri Lanka.

Second, genocide can also be distinguished from other related terms such as mass killing in terms of the actions that it entails. The term is ‘inflammatory, more reproachful, and entails at least a moral (if not legal) obligation to stop such acts’ (Heinze 2007). This view has been reinforced in recent years by the high-profile activities of campaign groups such as the Save Darfur Coalition. In 2009 particularly, Tamil activists used the term to ‘raise the alarm’ and in the hope that invoking genocide would spur international intervention. Today most activists are aware of the limited value of deploying genocide as a tool for mobilizing international action. In the current context the term largely seeks to direct international actors towards acceptance that since contemporary violence is part of a wider historical pattern of systematic discrimination, approaches that rely on a reconciliation process led by the Sri Lankan state are likely to fail.
Third, the charge of genocide serves to de-legitimise the post-colonial Sri Lankan state, and in doing so “‘legitimises’ in a perverse way, both the basis of the struggle waged by the LTTE, as well as its use of extreme violence in the pursuit of self-determination’ (Pragasam 2012, 153). If the Sri Lankan state’s actions towards the Tamil minority are viewed as part of a deeply-rooted genocidal pattern, resolving conflict via political means can appear futile. This aspect of the genocide frame meant that its use by UK-based Tamil diaspora groups was often perceived as indicating implicit support for a broader nationalist agenda.

Fourth, some interviewees depicted using the term genocide as a means by which certain groups were able to shore up their internal legitimacy. One interviewee, for example, stated that using the national flag and deploying the term ‘genocide’ in public statements would garner more support from the diaspora population and could be strategically employed when groups were losing public support. While some interviewees questioned whether generating popular support was genuinely a key objective of these groups, others argued that it was important for these groups to build support with the public to insure themselves against future splits and tensions, and to bolster their financial position. For some groups, these demands for popular legitimacy were driven largely by the fact that these groups were trying to reposition themselves as a grass-roots, rather than specialist advocacy organizations.

Fifth, particularly since 2011, there has been a backlash against certain activists for utilising the dominant international framings of post-war Sri Lanka. The term ‘genocide’ has been used as an explicit rejection of the cosmopolitan discourse of international actors – a means of demonstrating groups’ independence and defiance at the stance of international organizations and actors. As Nadarajah and Sentas (2012, 75) have argued, while ‘Tamil demands for accountability, overlap with those of the international community – but the two projects have very different contents and rationalities…For the international community the victims are primarily human beings, or…citizens of Sri Lanka. However, for the Tamils, the victims are first and foremost members of the Tamil nation’. These two rationalities imply different solutions – reconciliation for the international community and self-determination for the Tamil diaspora. This rejection of the international discourse of reconciliation has been most clearly expressed by youth activists associated with the TYO, in the ‘Tamil Sovereignty Cognition’ declaration, released in November 2011. This document stated that the signatories ‘declare that it is time for the international players to drop pretensions of “domestic” solutions and vigorously engage in a transparent international mechanism to approach the Sri Lanka-Tamil Eelam conflict as a question between nations’ (TamilNet 2011). Of all the groups examined here, the TYO appear to have been most critical of other groups for failing to use the genocide frame in public statements. Few other activists expressed these sentiments publicly, but similar dynamics were described by many of the activists from other organizations interviewed for this research.
Sixth, bringing together points four and five, because use of the term genocide directly challenges prevailing discourses of the international community, its use has become a powerful legitimising tool for a variety of activist groups, helping to articulate these groups’ deep-seated ideological commitment and opposition to international efforts to resolve the conflict in Sri Lanka via reconciliation. Several interviewees argued that using the term genocide in public statements helped them to demonstrate a more critical stance towards international approaches. This view was epitomised by a TYO youth activist who argued during an event held in London in 2013:

‘it is vital that our tactical approach is not one of submissive engagement but one of critical engagement where ... we don’t go out there and say “it’s not genocide because they may not be happy with that”, we don’t say it’s war crimes and crimes against humanity because that’s what they want us to say, we say it as it is, we call a spade a spade, we say it’s genocide and our only solution is Tamil Eelam’ (TamilNet 2013).

This argument is often linked to a wider effort to assert group legitimacy by highlighting organizational accountability and democracy. In a policy document that resulted from the same event it is stated:

‘Our job is not to tell our people what the politicians think, our job is to take the mandate of the people to the politicians to put it in the simplest of ways...activists have a responsibility to uphold that mandate’ (TamilNet 2013).

Use of the term ‘genocide’ therefore was strategically deployed as a means of indicating that certain diaspora groups were not simply following the lead set by international actors, but rather were following the wishes of their supporters. As such, the term is used to underline the democratic and accountable qualities of these groups. As noted in the case of the BTF discussed above, some interviewees questioned whether policy was actually being formulated in this way – suggesting that these accounts of organizational legitimation may be aspirational, rather than reflecting the real dynamics of these processes.

These assertions are also linked to the environment of internal competition and formed part of a broader critique of organizations that were seen to have betrayed the cause by engaging with the international community, often in an underhand way. The identification of ‘antagonists’ can be particularly important in recruiting members and identifying collective grievances (Hunt, Benford and Snow 1994). Several activists interviewed discussed how they were criticised for deliberately favouring the language of war crimes, or for not using the term frequently enough. TYO activists
again epitomised the criticisms made of these organizations, stating that there was a danger that organizations that failed to speak consistently to internal and external audiences could be seen as deceptive (TamilNet 2013). As well as underpinning efforts to emphasise democratic accountability and to challenge international discourses, use of the genocide frame helped these activists to differentiate their own strategies from those of their rivals, and to discredit these alternative approaches.

6. Conclusion

Activists’ use of the ‘genocide’ frame has been dismissed as being strategically naïve, or as a manoeuvre to divert attention from the crimes of the LTTE. This article has argued that its use is more complex. The frame’s deployment also relates to efforts to reject or challenge the dominant international framing of post-war Sri Lanka, and has formed an important part of the ‘credentialising process’ whereby new and established groups efforts to legitimise themselves in the highly competitive organizational environment that characterised the post-war period (Benford and Snow 2000). In particular, the ‘genocide’ frame has been increasingly deployed to assert groups’ democratic credentials and to challenge and reject the political approaches of other organizations. Growing use of the genocide frame must also be understood as a response to the growing frustration among some activists at the lack of progress achieved by early advocacy efforts that emphasised war crimes and crimes against humanity, and the growing availability of public evidence to support this case.

As such, the article has demonstrated how a detailed analysis of competitive processes of legitimation can help to elucidate framing disputes. This analysis suggests that while the strategic behaviour that shapes the adoption or avoidance of certain frames is related to diaspora groups’ performance goals such as their capacity to influence inter-governmental organizations, this behaviour is also shaped by processes of organizational legitimation. These processes of legitimation involve complex negotiations with a range of actors including other diaspora organizations, supporters, and international bodies. The analysis highlights a clear tension between these groups’ efforts to build internal legitimacy (garnering support among the diaspora population, and respect and recognition from other organizations), and their quest for external legitimacy (the extent to which they were deemed legitimate by western governments, or by international human rights organizations).

The article also has some wider implications for understanding variations in activists’ use of the ‘genocide’ frame. Epstein’s (1998) study of AIDS activists’ use of the genocide frame in the 1980s and 90s found that when a subset of activists began to engage with the alleged ‘perpetrators of genocide’, and as AIDS activists’ goals shifted from raising public awareness to transforming
biomedical research, the frame ceased to be useful. In the case examined here, the shift has been in the other direction: while some groups initially avoided this framing in order to promote engagement with international actors, over time the demands of building their constituencies and popular accountability took precedence. This underlines the point that diaspora organizations are not simply lobbyists - they also seek to represent the broader interests and concerns of the diaspora population. For some groups, the gradual adoption of the genocide frame reflected a shift in their organizational character – from lobbying group to a more representative body – and constituted an attempt to ‘proffer, buttress and embellish’ an identity as a democratic and accountable organization (Hunt, Benford and Snow 1994, 185).

Finally, the article generates some wider implications about international framing of post-war Sri Lanka. Dominant international framing of conflict – which largely conform to the liberal peacebuilding model – have been depicted as acting like a ‘commercial monopoly…reducing the opportunity for alternative or indigenous alternatives’ (Mac Ginty 2007, 458). As has been described in this article, diaspora groups have often struggled to challenge or confront these dominant framings of conflict – those that have have typically been dismissed as ‘extremists’ or ‘pro-LTTE’, and have had their activities closely regulated and monitored by western security agencies. Since the end of the war in 2009, the Sri Lankan state has distanced itself from the liberal peacebuilding approach and rejected the need for establishing robust accountability mechanisms to support a broader process of reconciliation. These developments have led to a growing convergence between the objectives of international actors and diaspora groups, prompting a shift in the political opportunity structure surrounding diaspora advocacy organizations. While western governments and human rights organizations have continued to avoid using the term genocide, some of the core assumptions that underpin the wider genocide frame are increasingly accepted by international actors (see ICG 2012).

As Laffey and Nadarajah (2012, 415) have argued, to a large degree these shifting conditions in the post-war period have highlighted the ‘dependence of the possibilities for diaspora agency on the relations between host and home states’. The growing acceptance of a ‘genocide’ framing of conflict in Sri Lanka has been driven primarily by these broader political relations. While this new environment has facilitated increased space and scope for diaspora groups to challenge dominant liberal framings of conflict, these groups’ political advocacy practices are still ‘fretfully self-regulated to avoid…being dismissed as “extremists”, “ethno-nationalists” or “separatists”’ (Laffey and Nadarajah 2012, 415). As has been shown in this article, use of the ‘genocide’ frame has been carefully balanced by widespread attempts to assert the liberal credentials through displays of internal democratic accountability. While diaspora groups possessed agency to confront and challenge dominant peacebuilding agendas, these confrontations remain closely shaped by the wider norms and practices of liberal governance.
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